I. SlNHA
If %G is the group-algebra of a group G over a field $, and % is any subgroup of the automorphism group of the f?-algebra §G, then an ideal I of gG, is called ^-characteristic if / α £/, V a eA. If A is the whole automorphism group itself, then we merely say that / is characteristic. Then D.S. Passman has proved the following result:
"Let H<\ G such that G/ίZ" is g-complete. Then for each characteristic ideal I of §G, I=(IΠ%H) C $G" The main concern in this paper is to consider the converse of this result.
2-Some preliminaries* For a given ideal I<^τ$G, let &(I) be the set of all H ^ G such that I = (I Π %H)%G. Let C(I) be the set of all H in G such that if for some right giϊ-module 3K, IΠ §# £ Ann STC, then I g Ann 2K G , the induced gG-module. We first of all have:
then He &(I) if and only if He C(I).
Proof, (i) Let I n %H £ Ann 2ft imply that I £ Ann 2K*. Let Σ Pi%i e I with p, G giϊ, where G = U -HΓα? € is a coset-decomposition. We have (Σ 3ft (x) O(Σ 2V*) = 0 if I n gίZ" £ Ann 2ft. In particular (m (g) I)(Σ PA) = 0, Vm G 501, i.e., Σ m P*®^ = 0> VmG 2ft. So 3ft-p* = 0 for each i. Thus p, G Ann 2ft. Since 2ft is arbitrary with the property that ingiϊS Ann9K, so we may take 2ft = %H/IΓ\%H, and conclude that each p t e Ann 2R = I n &ff. Thus Σ PM e(/fl &ff)gG.
(ii) Suppose 1= gG(Ingjff) and jngiϊg Ann 2ft, for some gJEΓ-module 2ft. Note that H<lG implies that gG(/ng£Γ) = (lnS£T)SG. 
if % is algebraically closed then G/H is ^-complete.
We observe that the last two statements in the theorem follows from 17.8 and 17.1 (i) respectively of [1] . The rest of the theorem will be proved by a series of results proved below. LEMMA 
Let H£ G, Ig %G and He &(I). Then H^ %-ι (I) = {geG\g-leI}.
Proof. Let G = U Hx t be a coset-decomposition, and g e %"\I) such that g$ H. Then g = hx t for some i, where x t Φl 9 and he H; and hxt -1 e (I n %H)%G = Σ (J Π %H)x t . Since {x t } are linearly independent over %H, held %H, and XiΦl, so gel which implies that 1 6 /, a contradiction. LEMMA 
If I = [%G, %G], and He & (I) then H^G and G/H is abelian.
Proof. Observe that I is a proper ideal in %G, since §I(/) = 0. Also by Lemma 1, H 2 Slr^J). Since (ghg~xh~γ -l)hg = gh -hg e I, for all g,heG, so {ghg~ιh~ι -l)el.
Hence ghg~ιh~ι e %~1{I) S H; i.e., G' f the commutator-subgroup is in H. Hence iί<G and G/H is abelian.
Now let H satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 2. Then we have: LEMMA 
Let I = J(G) and He &(I). Then %(G/H) is semisimple and G/H has no elements of order p
= Char. %.
Proof. J(G) = (J(G) Π%H)%G £ J(H) %G

